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CRITICAL CULTURAL PRESSURE 
POINTS FOR THE CHURCH

▶ Tim Keller, Making Sense of God: An Invitation to the 

Skeptical, was asked this question: 

▶ Over the last 20 years in the West, what are the 

biggest shifts in topics and questions most relevant 

to “pre-evangelism”? What convinced you this sort of 

book was needed as opposed to simply leaving it 

at The Reason for God: Belief in an Age of Skepticism?
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▶ The main shift seems to be that sexuality, same-sex 

marriage, and gender are now “apologetics” issues. That 

wasn’t the case 20 years ago. They didn’t come up in 

talking to non-Christians, but today they almost always 

do.

▶ But I don’t think that’s actually the main shift. The biggest 

difference is that Christianity used to have cultural familiarity 

and modest respect. Most Americans not only had 

a rudimentary knowledge of Christianity but also tended to 

respect it, or at least feel they ought to show some respect. 

Also, 20 years ago, the hyper-individualistic narratives (“You 

have to be true to yourself”; “No one has the right to tell 

anyone else how to live”) weren’t as deeply entrenched in as 

many people. Today Christianity is culturally strange and not 

respected. This is the world in which we share our faith now.
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▶ When it comes to engaging the ideas in Making Sense 

of God, what generational differences do you 

perceive? Which themes resonate across older and 

younger demographics alike, and which are rather 

distinct?

▶ My overarching point is that Christianity makes sense 
emotionally, culturally, and rationally. We come to believe in a 
universe without God—or with God—by consulting our 
emotions, relationships, and reason. Making Sense of God is 
actually a “prequel” to The Reason for God because it argues 
that Christianity makes sense emotionally and culturally. It 
shows that secularism has major problems giving people 
meaning, satisfaction, freedom, identity, and hope; 
Christianity has better resources for all of them. This does 
not, of course, prove Christianity is true. But it does make the 
case that if you really reflect on things, you should grant that 
it would be great if Christianity were true.
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▶ If after Making Sense of God you’re motivated to explore 

the rational case for Christianity, you can move on to The 

Reason for God. In general, I’d say that younger non-

believers need to hear why Christianity makes 

emotional and cultural sense before they’re willing to 

devote significant time to weighing the more traditional, 

rational arguments for our faith.

April 19, 2016: “Target Corp. made it clear Tuesday that 

transgender people who visit its stores are welcome to use 

the bathroom that aligns with their gender identity.”

▶ Target says transgender people can use bathroom that 

aligns with their identity
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May 13, 2016: “Obama to Public Schools: Allow 

Transgender Students Access to Bathrooms” Added to the 

President’s support were the Departments of Justice and 

Education, and they all cited Title IX, “a comprehensive 

federal law that prohibits discrimination on the basis of sex 

in any federally funded education program or activity.”

▶ Obama to Public Schools: Allow Transgender Students 

Access to Bathrooms

June 12, 2016: “Omar Mateen, a 29-year-old security guard, 

killed 49 people and wounded 53 others in a terrorist 

attack/hate crime inside Pulse, a gay nightclub in Orlando, 

Florida.”

▶ 2016 Orlando nightclub shooting
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June 24, 2016: I received a request from an attender of a 

local EFC church asking the EFCA to change its position on 

marriage, thus allowing this EFC church to perform her 

same-sex wedding. 

June 26, 2016: I received a rebuke from a former attender 

of a local EFC church that the EFCA is not welcoming and 

affirming, because this church, and the EFCA, would not 

affirm a transition from male to female. 
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September 23, 2016?: I received a question from a 

member of a local EFC: “Should I attend a Same-Sex 

‘Wedding’ Ceremony?”

▶ Jonathan Leeman addresses a number of important reasons why 

pastors need to address the issue of homosexuality and same-sex 

marriage: “Pastors, Homosexuality, and Same-Sex Marriage” 

▶ Though this ought not to be made the primary focus or the major topic 

of one’s ministry, it must be addressed through the teaching and 

preaching ministry. In addition to these moral issues, I would also add 

that we must also be thinking about and responding to the issue of 

transgenderism. 
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▶ Leeman lists four reasons these moral issues must be addressed by 

pastors in their ministries. 

1. Unlike a number of ethical issues, this is an embattled one, around 

which an evangelical consensus is still forming.

2. If you don't teach your people on this matter, who will?

3. If your congregation does not see you stand clearly upon God's 

Word, how do you expect them to stand?

4. You want the church to grow in holiness both for God's sake and for 

the nations' sake.

▶ Leeman’s concluding words:

I'm not encouraging you to be a cultural warrior, or to raise up a church 

of cultural warriors. But I am saying it's our responsibility to teach the 

church to be the church. Teach them that true love is inseparable from 

holiness. Teach them that God will judge unrighteousness. Teach them 

that God laid down his life for the unrighteous, and so should we. Teach 

them to love their enemies.

My plea and prayer: Teach and model to the church to be the church! 
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All of us struggle with how to respond to and engage with 

the LGBTQIA community. This is especially true since it is 

reflective of some major cultural shifts happening, 

accompanied by legal changes. There are those within the 

church struggling with this directly, and families of those 

who are struggling. From the statistics I know, the numbers 

are not large, but the struggle is real. However, this issue is 

mostly the pressure point of cultural engagement today, as 

we seek to understand and engage externally. For this 

reason, it is important for us to address.

In addition, the pornography issue is also more of a global 
phenomenon, i.e., due to its anonymity, affordability, and 
accessibility, most are affected in one way or another. More 
specifically, it is also significantly and detrimentally 
affecting the church, both believers and pastors. Based on 
the research done by Barna, the statistics are astoundingly 
grievous. This is more of an internal issue, addressing 
matters of holiness and purity within the church. As Peter 
notes, “it is time for judgment to begin at the household of 
God” (1 Pet. 4:17).

▶
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BIBLICAL AFFIRMATIONS
A Church Statement on Human Sexuality: 

Homosexuality and Same-Sex “Marriage” 

A Resource for EFCA Churches

▶ 1. Our views of this issue flow from our commitment to 

God (Dt. 6:5; Matt. 22:37-38) and to His Word (2 Tim. 3:16-

17; cf. Dt.32:45-47; Matt. 4:4), as expressed in the first two 

articles of our Statement of Faith.
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▶ 2. God created human beings as male and female (Gen. 

1:27). The complementary, relational nature of the human 

race as “male and female” reflects the created order given 

by God when He created human beings “in His image” (Gen. 

1:26-27; 5:1, 3; 9:6; 1 Cor. 11:7; Jms. 3:9; cf. Rom. 8:29; 2 

Cor. 3:18; Eph. 4:23-24; Col. 3:10). It is with joy in our 

finitude that we are to receive the gift of being either male 

or female.

▶ 3. Scripture grants two life-enhancing options for sexual 

behavior: monogamous marital relations between one man 

and one woman (Gen. 1:27-28; 2:18, 21-24; Matt. 19:4-6; 

Mk. 10:5-8; cf. Heb. 13:4) or sexual celibacy (1 Cor. 7:7; 

Matt. 19:12). Either is a gift from God, given as He wills for 

His glory and the good of those who receive and rejoice in 

His gift to them.
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▶ 4. In Scripture monogamous heterosexual marriage bears a 
significance which goes beyond the regulation of sexual behavior, the 
bearing and raising of children, the formation of families, and the 
recognition of certain economic and legal rights, all of which are 
important. Marriage between a woman and a man is emphatically 
declared in Scripture to create a “one flesh” union (Gen. 2:23-24; Matt. 
19:5), which in turn signifies the mystery of the union between Christ 
and His body, the Church (Eph. 5:22- 33). This means that the 
foundational understanding of marriage is as a covenant grounded in 
promises between a man and a woman which finds its divinely 
intended expression in the “one flesh” union of husband and wife, and 
between the “one flesh” union of husband and wife and God (cf. Prov. 
2:16-17; Mal. 2:14; Eph. 5:31-32).

▶ 5. All of human existence, including our sexuality, has been 

deeply damaged by the fall into sin (Gen. 3; Rom. 3:23; 

5:12). We all are sinners, broken in some measure by this 

fall. Though Christians are rescued, reconciled, renewed 

and in process of being transformed, this brokenness also 

affects us in that we groan, as the whole creation, eager to 

experience final redemption knowing at present we live in 

a not-yet-glorified state (Rom. 8:22-23).
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▶ 6. Everything, from our environment to our bodily genetic 

code, has been ravaged by sin and the fall. Whether the 

homosexual attractions people experience are the product 

of their environment, their genetics, or another source, 

they are not what God intends and so do not render 

homosexual behavior legitimate.

▶ 7. Temptation, including sexual attractions, is not sin. Sin is 

yielding to temptation. Jesus himself was tempted, yet 

without sin (Matt. 4:1-11, Heb. 4:15). 
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▶ 8. The Scriptures have much to say about sexual behavior, from the 

beautiful affirmations of the Song of Songs to the clear prohibitions 

found throughout the Bible (e.g., Rom. 13:13-14; 1 Cor. 5:1-2; 6:9-10, 

15-18; Gal. 5:16-21; 1 Thess. 4:3-8). The Apostle Paul affirms that 

among believers “there must not be even a hint of sexual immorality” 

(Eph. 5:3). All homosexual behavior is specifically condemned as sin in 

both the Old Testament and the New Testament (Gen. 19:4-11[cf. 2 Pet. 

2:6-7; Jude 7]; Lev. 18:22; 20:13; Judges 19:22-25; Rom. 1:24-27; 1 Cor. 

6:9-11; 1 Tim. 1:8-11). This includes both male and female homosexual 

activity, both the more passive and more active roles in homosexual 

practice, and all varieties of homosexual acts.

▶ 9. The gospel is full of grace and truth. It is an offer of grace 

and forgiveness to sinners as well as a call to live a holy life. 

It empowers us in the struggle to resist sin, including the 

sin of homosexual practice (Rom. 1:16; 1 Cor. 6:9-11; Eph. 

4:20-24; 1 Thess. 4:3-8; Tit. 2:11-13). 
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▶ 10. The church is to be a new community that resembles a 

family of brothers and sisters united in Christ by the power 

of the Holy Spirit displaying deep relationships of love (cf. 

1 Cor. 12:12-13; Rom. 12:10; 1 Tim. 5:1-2). Celibacy and 

singleness is to be celebrated and affirmed within the 

church family.

▶ Definition: “Marriage is the original and foundational 

institution of human society, established by God as a one-

flesh, covenantal union between a man and a woman that 

is life-long (until separated by death), exclusive 

(monogamous and faithful), and generative in nature 

(designed for bearing and rearing children), and it is to 

reflect the relationship between Christ and the Church.”
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PASTORAL AND PRACTICAL 
IMPLICATIONS

▶ 1. We Christians who attempt to follow biblical mandates 

on sex and marriage are not immune to expressing our 

own sexuality in sinful ways, for "all have sinned and fall 

short of God’s glory" (Rom. 3:23). We must always be 

mindful of this and humbly relate to others accepting that 

we all are fallen creatures.
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▶ 2. At the same time, all human beings deserve to be treated 

with dignity and respect because each of us bears the 

image of God. An LGBTQIA person deserves this dignity 

and respect no less than any other, and we, as Christians, 

should demonstrate this in our thoughts, speech, and 

behavior. Speech, including humor, which demeans 

LGBTQIA people, has no place in the Christian community. 

Likewise, this means we oppose any mistreatment of those 

who identify as LGBTQIA.

▶ 3. We mourn with those who struggle with same sex 

attractions, and with their families, but as we grieve, we 

encourage behavior that follows the clear divine teachings 

of Scripture.
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▶ 4. We must carefully distinguish between same-sex 

attraction, sinful lust, self-selected identification, and 

sexual behavior. It is not a sin to be tempted in the area of 

same gender sex. Jesus himself was tempted, yet without 

sin (Heb. 4:15). He sympathizes with our weaknesses, and 

he promises to provide a way of escape in every temptation 

(1 Cor. 10:13).

▶ 5. In some cases it may not be wrong for a person to self-identify 

as LGBTQIA. This may be a way for the person to identify the 

stable trajectory of the person’s sexual attractions or 

acknowledge the struggles she or he faces with same-sex 

attraction. However, such self-identification may in fact be sinful 

if it includes an insistence upon behaviors that express that 

attraction. Moreover, a believer's fundamental identification 

should be first as a person “in Christ” (2 Cor. 5:17; Eph. 2:4-10; 

cf. 1 Cor. 6:9-11); the prioritization of sexual identity must be 

seen as a form of idolatry.
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▶ 6. Some heterosexual acts are sinful, but all homosexual 

acts are sinful according to Scripture. One may not equate 

morally a committed heterosexual relationship within 

marriage with a committed homosexual relationship.

▶ 7. Though recognizing that due to sin and human brokenness 

our experience of our sex and gender is not always as God the 

Creator originally designed, our recognition of our sex as male 

or female as a gift from God dictates that we cannot support or 

affirm the resolution of tension between a person's biological 

sex and experience of gender by the adoption of a psychological 

identity discordant with that person’s birth sex, nor support or 

affirm attempts to change via medical intervention one's given 

biological birth sex in favor of the identity of the opposite sex or 

of an indeterminate identity. 
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▶ (We recognize that in rare cases some are born with both 

sets of sexual organs (intersex or hermaphrodites). This is 

another one of the implications of living in a fallen world, 

and another reminder that our sexuality has been deeply 

damaged by the fall. This primarily addresses those who 

self-select sex and/or gender.)

▶ 8. We in the Church must seek ways to minister to and 

support those among us who struggle with same-sex 

attractions, and those who have family members or others 

close to them who identify as LGBTQIA.
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▶ 9. We in the Church must seek ways to reach out in love to 

those in our society who identify as LGBTQIA.

▶ 10. We regard marriage as a good creation of God, and marriage 
within the Church as a rite and institution tied directly to our 
foundational belief of God as creator who made us male and 
female. We also regard marriage as a sacred institution which 
images the mysterious and wonderful bond between Christ and 
His Church. To us, then, marriage is much more than merely a 
contract between two persons (a secular notion). It is a covenant 
grounded in promises between a man and a woman which finds 
its divinely intended expression in the “one flesh” union of 
husband and wife, and between the “one flesh” union of husband 
and wife and God (the divine design). We therefore will only 
authorize and recognize heterosexual marriages.
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▶ 11. Recognizing the church as a family, we will seek ways to 

encourage deep spiritual friendships, with a special effort 

to include those who are single. We will model the counter-

cultural reality that intimate, loving relationships need not 

be erotic.

▶ 12. Recognizing the church as a family, we will seek ways to 

encourage deep spiritual friendships, with a special effort 

to include those who are single. We will model the counter-

cultural reality that intimate, loving relationships need not 

be erotic.
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GOD AND THE GAY CHRISTIAN
MATTHEW VINES

▶ There are a few who claim to affirm the inerrancy and authority of the 

Bible, who claim to be Evangelicals and who affirm homosexuality and 

same-sex “marriage.” One of those individuals is Matthew Vines, who 

has written a book articulating and defending this view: God and the 

Gay Christian: The Biblical Case in Support of Same-Sex Relationships. 

There have been a number of good responses to this book.
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▶ Introduction, Reclaiming Our Light, and Chapter 1: A Tree and Its Fruit

▶ Key statement: “My core argument is not simply that some Bible 

passages have been misinterpreted and others have been given undue 

weight. My larger argument is this: Christians who affirm the full 

authority of Scripture can also affirm committed, monogamous same-

sex relationships.” (p. 3)

▶ Chapter 2: Telescopes, Tradition, and Sexual Orientation

▶ Key statement: “The telescope didn’t lead Christians to reject Scripture. 

It simply led them to clarify their understanding of Scripture.” (p. 24)
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▶ Chapter 3: The Gift of Celibacy 

▶ Key statement: “Christians throughout history have affirmed that 

lifelong celibacy is a spiritual gift and calling, not a path that should be 

forced on someone.” (p. 44)

▶ Chapter 4: The Real Sin of Sodom 

▶ Key statement: “Decades ago, biblical scholars on both sides of the 

issue dismissed the idea that homosexuality was the sin of Sodom. Yet 

that belief still pervades our broader cultural consciousness, fueling 

negative attitudes toward gay people among Christians, and negative 

attitudes toward the Bible among gay people.” (p. 60)
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▶ Chapter 5: The Abominations of Leviticus 

▶ Key statement: “I’d like us to consider the reason why Christians don’t 

follow all the laws we see in the Old Testament, from its restrictions on 

food to its rules about clothing—and much more, including the death 

sentence for rebellious children. And then I’d like to look at the Old 

Testament prohibitions of male same-sex intercourse, as we seek to 

discern whether and why Christians should follow them today.” (p. 78)

▶ Chapter 6: Excess Passion and Unnatural Acts in Romans 

▶ Key Statement: “Romans 1:26-27 is the most significant biblical 

passage in this debate. It is the longest reference to same-sex behavior 

in Scripture, and it appears in the New Testament. So was Bobby 

Griffith’s mother right when she cited this passage as a reason to reject 

his sexual orientation? What was Paul saying here? Was his intent to 

teach that gay Christians should be celibate for life, because their 

sexual orientation is broken and falls outside of God’s natural design?” 

(pp. 96-97)
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▶ Chapter 7: Will Gay People Inherit the Kingdom of God? 

▶ Key Statement: “In this chapter, we will go to the heart of a message 

that damages the witness of Christians and gives LGBT people a 

damaged perception of God. We will explore the original meanings of 

terms that are used to tell gay people they will be excluded from God’s 

kingdom. And it involves just two words.” (p. 117)

▶ Chapter 8: The Biblical Argument for Marriage Equality 

▶ Key Statement: “In keeping with the focus of Ephesians 5, the essence 

of Christian marriage involves keeping covenant with one’s spouse in a 

relationship of mutual self-giving, which does not exclude same-sex 

couples.” (p. 143)
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▶ Chapter 9, What the Image of God Teaches Us about Gay Christians 

▶ Key Statement: “In what ways are we made in God’s image, and what 

does that mean for all of us, and for gay Christians in particular? If 

same-sex orientation can be shown to be consistent with the image of 

God, how would that affect our bigger discussion of lifelong, 

committed, same-sex relationships?” (p. 150)

▶ Chapter 10, Seeds of a Modern Reformation 

▶ Key Statement: “What can affirming Christians do to be agents of 

transformation on this central issue of our time?” (p. 165) 
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DEBATING BIBLE VERSES ON 
HOMOSEXUALITY

▶ It is helpful and important to hear the interpretation of key biblical 

texts on this issue. In Debating Bible Verses on Homosexuality, two who 

claim to be Evangelicals and affirm the authority of the Scriptures, 

interpreted four key texts addressing this moral issue. One affirms 

marriage is between a man and a woman. The other, Matthew Vines, 

claims “marriage” is not limited to a man and a woman. I include only 

Vines’ interpretation of four of the key texts of Scripture (NIV, 1984).
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▶ ROMANS 1:26-27: Because of this, God gave them over to shameful 

lusts. Even their women exchanged natural relations for unnatural 

ones. In the same way the men also abandoned natural relations 

with women and were inflamed with lust for one another. Men 

committed indecent acts with other men, and received in 

themselves the due penalty for their perversion.

▶ MATTHEW VINES

Paul is explicit that the same-sex behavior in this passage is motivated 

by lust. His description is similar to the common ancient idea that 

people “exchange” opposite-sex for same-sex relations because they 

are driven by out-of-control desire, not because they have a different 

sexual orientation. And while Paul labels same-sex behavior 

“unnatural,” he uses the same word to criticize long hair in men in 1 

Corinthians 11:14, which most Christians read as a synonym for 

“unconventional.” Christians should continue to affirm with Paul that 

we shouldn’t engage in sexual behavior out of self-seeking lustfulness. 

But that’s very different than same-sex marriages that are based on 

self-giving love, and we shouldn’t conflate the two in how we interpret 

this text today.
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▶ LEVITICUS 18:22: Do not lie with a man as one lies with a woman; 

that is detestable.

▶ MATTHEW VINES

Christ fulfilled the Old Testament law, and the New Testament teaches 

that Christians should live under the new covenant rather than the old 

one. Consequently, this verse has never applied to Christians. For a man 

to lie with a man “as with a woman” violated the patriarchal gender 

norms of the ancient world, which is likely why Leviticus prohibited it. 

But the New Testament casts a vision of God’s kingdom in which the 

hierarchy between men and women is overcome in Christ. So not only 

is Leviticus’s prohibition inapplicable to Christians on its own, the 

rationale behind it doesn’t extend to Christians, either.
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▶ MATTHEW 19:3-6: Some Pharisees came to him to test him. They 

asked, “Is it lawful for a man to divorce his wife for any and every 

reason?”“Haven’t you read,” he replied, “that at the beginning the 

Creator ‘made them male and female’ and said, ‘For this reason a 

man will leave his father and mother and be united to his wife, and 

the two will become one flesh?’ So they are no longer two, but one. 

Therefore what God has joined together, let man not separate.”

▶ MATTHEW VINES

Jesus responds to a question about divorce by emphasizing the 

permanence of the marriage bond. He was asked about a man and his 

wife, and he responds accordingly, by referring to male and female. 

Same-sex marriage wasn’t on the radar screen in the biblical world, so 

it’s not surprising that neither Jesus nor any of the biblical writers 

addresses it. Therefore, Christians today have to ask whether gay 

relationships can fulfill the core principles of Scripture’s teachings 

about marriage. Based on Jesus’ teaching here and other texts like 

Ephesians 5, the essence of Christian marriage involves keeping 

covenant with one’s spouse in order to reflect God’s covenant with us 

through Christ. That’s something same-sex couples can and do live out 

today.
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▶ 1 CORINTHIANS 6:9-10: Do you not know that the wicked will not 

inherit the kingdom of God? Do not be deceived: Neither the sexually 

immoral nor idolaters nor adulterers nor male prostitutes nor 

homosexual offenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor drunkards 

nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit the kingdom of God.

▶ MATTHEW VINES

In this text, Paul uses two Greek words—malakoi and arsenokoitai—

that likely refer to some forms of male same-sex behavior, but not the 

modern concept of homosexuality. The predominant forms of same-sex 

behavior in the ancient world were sex between masters and slaves, 

sex between adult men and adolescent boys, and prostitution. In all 

those cases, men used sex to express power, dominance and 

lustfulness, not self-giving love and mutuality. Committed same-sex 

unions between social equals represent very different values than the 

types of same-sex behavior Paul would have had in view in 1 

Corinthians 6.
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▶ In light of Vines’ interpretation, how would you interpret these texts? 

How would you respond to Vines?

▶ I encourage you to think this through along with fellow leaders. It is 

important to know what God’s Word says, and how others, particularly 

those affirming same-sex “marriage,” which we believe the Bible 

condemns as sin, interpret these key texts. Our desire and prayer is 

noted in 1 Peter 3:15-16a: “in your hearts honor Christ the Lord as 

holy, always being prepared to make a defense to anyone who asks you 

for a reason for the hope that is in you; yet do it with gentleness and 

respect, having a good conscience.”

ISSUES TO PONDER 
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▶ 1. Should we work toward defending or strengthening laws that define 

marriage in the traditional sense or work toward repealing laws that 

expand marriage beyond what we believe to be right? 

▶ 2. Should we be content to retain the authorization of marriages in the 

church, as understood in the traditional way between one man and one 

woman, while the state recognizes civil unions which may include 

same-sex "marriage"? This is the situation in many European nations. 
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▶ 3. How should we deal with a married same-sex couple who come to 

faith and wish to attend or join a congregation? What if the couple has 

children (adopted or biological)? As our churches welcome individuals 

manifesting a variety of moral and ideological commitments regarding 

sexuality, can we articulate to what level of integration and leadership 

such individuals can aspire in our congregations, e.g., occasional visitor, 

regular visitor, member, minor leadership roles such as usher, 

substantive leadership roles such as teacher, major leadership roles 

such as elder or deacon?

▶ 4. How should we extend the gospel message to those in the LGBT 

community?
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▶ 5. How should we balance the need to oppose mistreatment of those 

who identify as LGBTQIA without appearing to defend homosexual 

behavior?

▶ 6. How should we respond to educational materials that seem to 

promote homosexual behavior? 
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▶ 7. How do we respond to individuals within our congregations who 

while themselves manifesting commendable biblical moral behavior in 

their own lives, nevertheless express confusion or disagreement with 

the biblical teachings on sexual morality outlined here? What are the 

implications of such views for the level of leadership for which such 

individuals can be considered in our congregations, e.g., member, 

minor leadership roles such as usher, substantive leadership roles such 

as teacher, major leadership roles such as elder or deacon?


